Railing cells along 3D microelectrode tracks for continuous-flow dielectrophoretic sorting.
We demonstrate a unique microfluidic device for continuous-flow cell sorting by railing target cells along physical tracks (electrode sidewalls) based on the combined effect of dielectrophoresis and hydrodynamic drag. The tracks are the raised digits of comb-like structures made of conducting bulk silicon as the electrodes. Unlike other volumetric electrodes, the structures feature a segmented sidewall profile with linear and concave segments forming the tracks and supporting columns, respectively. The interdigitated bulk electrodes lead to a built-in flow chamber in which the digits (tracks) extend downstream at a characteristic angle with respect to the flow, which runs through the passages between the columns. Target cells leaving the passages are levitated and docked against the tracks under positive dielectrophoresis and railed under hydrodynamic drag. Railing efficiency, as high as >95%, is reported against the activation voltage and flow rate for the designs 7°, 16°, and 26° as the track angles. A collection efficiency of about 86% is noted for both target (HCT116) and non-target cells (K562) in the 16° design at a sample flow rate of 8.3 μL min-1 and an activation voltage of 12.5 Vp at 200 kHz. This performance is comparable if not better than those obtained with thin-film surface microelectrodes and yet achieved here at an order of magnitude higher sample flow rate. This enhancement mainly arises from a considerably low drag along the tracks in relation to the chamber top or bottom surface where the thin-film electrodes would be typically placed.